Introduction
Large scale problems, kD >> 1, N surf =O ((kD) What the FMM does?
• Computes N x N matrix-vector product, Ax, for cost less than
O(N 2 ) (ideally for O(N) or O(NlogN));
• The catch is in the controlled accuracy (which can be machine precision, or lower for substantial speedups);
• The matrix is decomposed into sparse and dense parts, A = A sparse + A dense ;
• The sparse matrix represents interaction of closely located elements (some neighborhoods); A sparse x can be computed in O(N) operations and may require O(N) memory;
• 
Conclusion
Analytical formulae for boundary integrals are developed and tested. That can be used in any direct or indirect BEM. A fast multipole accelerated indirect boundary element method for the Helmholtz equation in 3D is developed and tested The FMM acceleration and memory reduction enables inderect BEM solution with ~ 10 5 -10 6 elements on a contemporary multicore PCs More work is needed for efficient FMIBEM including hardware acceleration (e.g. graphics processors) and algorithms… this is the subject of our ongoing work
